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2. Partitioning variances in:
a. General normal response multilevel models
b. Binary response multilevel models
c. General Binomial response multilevel models with
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3. Example : Indian illiteracy dataset
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Statistical Modelling
Often in statistics we have a response variable y which is our main
interest. We select a sample of size n from our population of
interest and observe values yi , i = 1, . . . , n. We then wish to infer
properties of the variable y in terms of other observed predictor
variables Xi = (x1i , . . . , xki ), i = 1, . . . , n. The main use of these
predictor variables is to account for differences in the response
variable, or to put it another way to explain the variation in y.
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Linear Modelling
Consider the standard linear model
yi = Xi β + ei , ei ∼ N (0, σ 2 )
Here we explain variation in y by allowing our predictors X to
describe differences in mean behaviour. The amount of variance
explained can be calculated via R2 statistics for the model. Note
that X can contain both continuous and categorical predictor
variables. Note R2 is so called as for linear regression R2 is the
square of the correlation between y and x.
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Multilevel Modelling and the VPC
Consider a 2-level variance components model
yij = Xij β + uj + eij , uj ∼ N (0, σu2 ), eij ∼ N (0, σe2 )
A typical example data structure (from education) is pupils within
schools. Here we have the variance ‘partitioned’ into two
components: σu2 is the between schools variance and σe2 is the
residual variation between pupils. We introduce the term Variance
Partition Coefficient or VPC to represent the percentage variance
explained by the higher level (school).
Hence V P C = σu2 /(σe2 + σu2 )
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VPC and ICC
It should be noted that an alternative representation of a multilevel
model is to consider the response vector following a MV normal,
e.g. for 2 pupils in 2 schools.
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Then the Intra-class correlation or ICC is the correlation between 2
individuals who are in the same higher level unit.
ICC = σu2 /(σe2 + σu2 ) = V P C
Note that this equivalence is not always true for other models.
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VPC for other normal response models
Consider a 2-level model
yij = Xij β + Zij uj + eij , uj ∼ M V N (0, Σu ), eij ∼ N (0, σe2 )
Then the formula for V P C depends on Zij and so is dependent on
predictor variables.
T
T
+ σe2 ).
V P Cij = Zij Σu Zij
/(Zij Σu Zij

To illustrate this we consider a 2-level random slopes model in the
next slide:
yij = β0 + u0j + (β1 + u1j )xij + eij ,
uj ∼ M V N (0, Σu ), eij ∼ N (0, σe2 )
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Random slopes model
Here variability between lines increases as x increases and hence
V P C increases.
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VPC for binary response multilevel models
Consider the following multilevel bernouilli model
yij ∼ Binomial(1, pij )
where
logit(pij ) = Xij β + uj , uj ∼ N (0, σu2 )
Now the variance of the bernouilli distribution and hence the level
1 variation is pij (1 − pij ). This means that even though we have a
simple variance for the random effects, the V P C will be a function
of the predictor variables.
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Approaches for calculating the VPC
The VPC is here more difficult to calculate due to the different
scales that the level 1 variance and the higher level variances are
measured on due to the link function. We consider the following 3
approaches
• Model linearisation
• Simulation
• A Latent Variable approach
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Method A: Model linearisation
Using a first order Taylor series expansion around the mean of the
distribution of the uj we have
pij =
p0ij =

exp(Xij β)
1+exp(Xij β)
pij
1+exp(Xij β)

and first derivative with respect to Xij β

and the following expansion
p
0
0
yij = Xij βpij + uj pij + eij pij (1 − pij )
where var(eij ) = 1.
This results in an approximate formula for the VPC as
V P Cij =

2 2
σu
pij /(1+exp(Xij β))2
2 p2 /(1+exp(X β))2 +p (1−p )
σu
ij
ij
ij
ij
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Method B: Simulation
This algorithm simulates from the model to give an estimate of the
VPC which improves as the number of simulations increases
The steps are
1. Generate a large number m (say 50,000) of values for uj from
the distribution N (0, σu2 )
2. For a particular fixed value of Xij compute the m corresponding
values of pij , pk , k = 1, ..., m.
3. Compute the corresponding Bernouilli variances
vk = pk (1 − pk ), k = 1, ..., m and calculate their mean by
Pm
1
2
σ1 = m i=1 vk
4. Then V P Cij = σ22 /(σ22 + σ12 ) where σ22 = var(pk )
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Method C: Latent Variables
Here we consider our observed binary response to represent a
thresholded continuous variable where we observe 0 below the
threshold and 1 above. Now in a logit model we have an underlying
(standard) logistic distribution for such a variable.
The (standard) logistic distribution has variance π 2 /3 = 3.29 and
so we can take this as the level 1 variance and now both the level 1
and 2 variances are on the same scale and so we have the simple
formula
V P Cij =

2
σu
2 +π 2 /3 .
σu

Note this approach is used by Snijders and Bosker (1999) and
results in a constant VPC for this model.
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Example: Voting dataset
Here we have a two-level dataset (voters within constituencies)
with a response as to whether voters will vote conservative. The
dataset has four attitudinal predictors designed so that lower values
correspond to left-wing attitudes. We consider two models and two
VPCs. Firstly a model with just an intercept which has
β0 = −0.256, σu2 = 0.142 and secondly a model with all four
predictors and a left-wing individual where Xij β = −2.5
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Example: Voting dataset

Scenario

Method A

Method B

Method C

1

0.0340

0.0340

0.043

2

0.0096

0.0111

0.047

Note: Method C gives the same VPC estimate for all pij but the
level 2 variance changes between the two models used in the
scenarios. Good agreement between methods A and B particularly
in scenario 1.
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VPC in general binomial models with overdispersion
Our motivation for considering such models is a dataset on
illiteracy in India studied by Subramanian and co-workers. Here we
have a structured population with people living in districts which
lie within states. We do not have individual data but instead have
illiteracy proportions and counts for ’cells’ of people who live
within a particular district. The cells are formed by individuals
with the same values for 3 predictor variables: gender, caste and
urban/rural. The size of a cell varies from 1 person to over 4
million! There are 442 districts within 29 states.
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Indian literacy dataset continued
A simple logistic model would be
yijk ∼ Binomial(nijk , pijk )
where
logit(pijk ) = Xijk β + vk + ujk ,
vk ∼ N (0, σv2 ), ujk ∼ N (0, σu2 )
Here i indexes ’cell’, j indexes district and k indexes state. So we
have accounted for variation(over dispersion) due to districts and
states but this model doesn’t account for overdispersion due to
cells.
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Accounting for overdispersion
The general binomial distribution is one of many possible
distributions for data where the response is a proportion. Datasets
can be constructed that have more (overdispersion) or less
(underdispersion) variability that a Binomial distribution. There
are two approaches that can be used for overdispersion:
1. Multiplicative overdispersion - Note can cope with
underdispersion. Adds a scale factor to the model that multiplies
the variance but model doesn’t have particular distributional form.
2. Additive overdispersion.
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Additive overdispersion
If we consider our general model previously we can add an
overdispersion term to it as follows:
yijk ∼ Binomial(nijk , pijk )
where
logit(pijk ) = Xijk β + vk + ujk + eijk ,
vk ∼ N (0, σv2 ), ujk ∼ N (0, σu2 ), eijk ∼ N (0, σe2 )
Here eijk is a ’cell’ level overdispersion effect and σe2 is the variance
of these effects. One advantage of an additive approach is that it
can be fitted as a standard random effects model by the addition of
a ’pseudo’ level 2 to the model.
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Additive overdispersion continued
With a change of notation we can get the following:
yijkl ∼ Binomial(nijkl , pijkl )
where
(d)
(s)
logit(pijkl ) = Xijkl β + vl + vkl + ujkl ,
(s)

vl

(d)

∼ N (0, σs2 ), vkl ∼ N (0, σd2 ), ujkl ∼ N (0, σu2 )

Here the second level indexed by j is ’pseudo’ in that each level 2
unit contains only 1 level 1 unit. One interpretation of the model is
to consider level 2 as the ’cell’ level and level 1 as the individual
level and in fact expanding the dataset to include each individual
response would give an equivalent model.
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Fitting a simple model with districts only
For our first model to be fitted to the illiteracy dataset we ignore
states and simply fit districts and cells with an intercept term.
yijk ∼ Binomial(nijk , pijk )
(d)
where logit(pijk ) = β0 + vk + ujk ,
(d)

vk ∼ N (0, σd2 ), ujk ∼ N (0, σu2 )
We will consider both quasi-likelihood based methods and MCMC
methods (with diffuse priors) for fitting this model. MLwiN offers
both Marginal quasi-likelihood (MQL) and penalised
quasi-likelihood (PQL) estimation methods but for this model only
1st order MQL will converge.
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Fitting using MCMC
MLwiN also offers an MCMC algorithm that consists of a mixture
of Metropolis and Gibbs sampling steps. This algorithm had
incredibly poor mixing and the chains did not appear to converge.
We switched to WinBUGS as we could here reparameterise the
model using hierarchical centering (Gelfand, Sahu & Carlin 1995).
yijk ∼ Binomial(nijk , pijk )
(d)
logit(pijk ) = u∗jk where u∗jk = β0 + vk + ujk
(d)

u∗jk ∼ N (vk∗ , σu2 ) where vk∗ = β0 + vk
vk∗ ∼ N (β0 , σv2 )
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Estimates for Model
Parameter

1st MQL (SE)

MCMC (95% CI)

β0

-0.021 (0.025)

0.008 (-0.058,0.076)

σd2

0.199 (0.018)

0.383 (0.320,0.454)

σu2

0.764 (0.016)

1.349 (1.293,1.408)

Note the underestimation of MQL (see e.g. Browne(1998) for
details). Here the MCMC intervals do not even contain the MQL
estimates for either variance estimate.
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VPC methods for overdispersed random effects models
All 3 methods of calculating the VPC can be extended to several
levels.
A: Model Linearisation
Here for our example the VPC associated with districts has the
following form:
V P Cijk =

σd2 p2ijk /(1+exp(β0 ))2
2 )p2 /(1+exp(β ))2 +p
(σd2 +σu
0
ijk (1−pijk )
ijk

C: Latent Variable Approach
Here the formula is V P Cijk = σd2 /(σd2 + σu2 + π 2 /3)
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Method B simulation
This method now involves the following steps:
1. From the fitted model simulate a large number (M ) of values for
the higher-level random effects, from the distribution N (0, σd2 ).
2. For each of the generated higher-level random effects, simulate a
large number (m) of values for the over-dispersion random effects,
from the distribution N (0, σu2 ).
3. Combine the generated residuals with β0 and compute the
(r)
T = M × m corresponding values of pijk (pijk ), r = 1, .., T using
the anti-logit function. For each of these values compute the level 1
(r)
(r)
2
binomial variance σrijk
= pijk (1 − pijk ).
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Method B simulation (continued)
4. For each of the M higher-level random effect draws calculate the
(R)
(r)
mean of the m generated pijk , pijk .
5. The coefficient V P Cijk is now calculated as follows
V P Cijk = σ32 /(σ22 + σ12 )
where
(R)

σ32 = var(pijk ),
(r)

σ22 = var(pijk ) and
P 2
2
σ1 = r σrijk /T
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VPC estimates for this model
The following table contains the district level VPC estimates using
both MQL and MCMC estimates for the parameters
Method

1st MQL (SE)

MCMC (95% CI)

Linearisation

4.01%

6.68%

Simulation

3.45% (0.016%)

5.40% (0.033%)

Latent Variable

4.68%

7.62%

Note Simulation estimates based on 10 runs with M = m = 5000
and the number in brackets is MCSE.
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Adding cell-level predictor variables
We can extend our model by adding predictors for each cell as
follows:
yijk ∼ Binomial(nijk , pijk )
(d)
T
logit(pijk ) = β0 + Xjk
β + vk + ujk ,
(d)

vk ∼ N (0, σd2 ), ujk ∼ N (0, σu2 )
In this example the variables in β are gender, social class (caste,
tribe or other) and urban/rural habitation along with some
interactions. This will result in 12 (2 × 3 × 2) cell types and 12
VPC estimates
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Hierarchical centering again
Note that because all our predictors are at level 2 we can perform
hierarchical centering as follows:
yijk ∼ Binomial(nijk , pijk )
(d)
T
logit(pijk ) = u∗jk where u∗jk = β0 + Xjk
β + vk + ujk
(d)

T
u∗jk ∼ N (Xjk
β + vk∗ , σu2 ) where vk∗ = β0 + vk
vk∗ ∼ N (β0 , σv2 )

This hierarchical centered formulation allows WinBUGS to use
conjugate Gibbs sampling steps for all parameters apart from u∗jk .
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Adding cell-level predictor variables
The parameter estimates for the model are given below:
Parameter

MCMC estimate (95% CI)

β0 − Intercept

-0.713 (-0.789, -0.639)

β1 − Female

1.437 (1.393, 1.481)

β2 − Caste

0.696 (0.646, 0.746)

β3 − Tribe

0.993 (0.954, 1.033)

β4 − Urban

-1.034 (-1.084, -0.983)

β5 − Caste×Urban

0.350 (0.285, 0.414)

β6 − Female×Urban

-0.339 (-0.402, -0.276)

σv2 − District level variance

0.467 (0.407, 0.539)

σu2 − Over-dispersion variance

0.314 (0.301, 0.328)
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VPC estimates
Cell Type

Illiteracy

VPC Method A

Probability

VPC Method B
(MCSE)

Male/Other/Rural

0.329

8.79%

8.05% (0.03%)

Male/Other/Urban

0.148

5.37%

5.89% (0.03%)

Female/Other/Rural

0.674

8.77%

8.03% (0.04%)

Female/Other/Urban

0.343

8.95%

8.13% (0.03%)

Male/Caste/Rural

0.496

9.77%

8.57% (0.03%)

Male/Caste/Urban

0.332

8.82%

8.06% (0.03%)

Female/Caste/Rural

0.805

6.52%

6.69% (0.04%)

Female/Caste/Urban

0.598

9.45%

8.41% (0.04%)

Male/Tribe/Rural

0.569

9.61%

8.49% (0.03%)

Male/Tribe/Urban

0.320

8.69%

7.99% (0.03%)

Female/Tribe/Rural

0.848

5.48%

5.97% (0.04%)

Female/Tribe/Urban

0.585

9.53%

8.45% (0.04%)

Note that method C is independent of the predictors and gives the
VPC estimate of 11.47% for all cell types.
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Adding the state level
We have thus far ignored the state level. When we add in this level
we will get two VPC estimates, one for district and one for state.
We will here simply consider a model with no predictor variables as
shown below:
yijkl ∼ Binomial(nijkl , pijkl )
(d)
(s)
logit(pijkl ) = β0 + vl + vkl + ujkl ,
(s)

vl

(d)

∼ N (0, σs2 ), vkl ∼ N (0, σd2 ), ujkl ∼ N (0, σu2 )

Again we can use hierarchical centering to improve the mixing of
the MCMC estimation routine.
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Adding the state level
The estimates for this model are:
Parameter

MCMC Estimate (95% CI)

β0 − Intercept

-0.394 (-0.654, -0.135)

σs2 − State level variance

0.455 (0.246, 0.811)

σd2 − District level variance

0.042 (0.022, 0.066)

σu2 − Over-dispersion variance

1.346 (1.290, 1.402)

From our initial inspection we can see that the variability between
the 29 states is far greater than the variability between the districts
within the states.
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VPC estimates and further models
The VPC estimates are given below:
Method

A. Linearisation
B. Simulation
C. Latent Variable

State VPC

District VPC

Estimate

Estimate

7.59%

0.70%

6.19% (0.08%)

0.59% (0.001%)

8.87%

0.81%

Browne et al. (2005) also consider models that include both the
state level and predictor variables along with heteroskedasticity at
the cell level.
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Interval estimation for the VPC
An advantage of using an MCMC algorithm to get parameter
estimates for our random effects logistic regression model is that we
get a sample of estimates from the posterior distribution of the
parameters. We can therefore, for each iteration work out the VPC
using whichever method we prefer and hence get a sample of VPC
estimates from which we can produce interval estimates.
In our first example with no predictors and just district level
variation we have 95% credible intervals of (5.64%,7.82%) for
method A and (6.45%,8.92%) for method C. Note method B is too
computationally burdensome here.
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Further work - 1
Looking at the form of the VPC:
The following shows curves representing the VPC plotted against
Xij β for various values of σu2 .
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Further work - 2
We can try and approximate these curves with Normal, t or power
family distributions. Similarly for 3 levels we see below an example
with σu2 = σv2 = 0.2
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Further work - 3
Andrew Gelman and Iain Pardoe have been looking at expanding
the R2 concept to multilevel models. Here they consider there to
be an R2 for each ‘level’ where a ‘level’ is a set of random effects.
This means in a random slopes model both the intercepts and
slopes are levels and have an R2 associated with them. Here slopes
and intercepts are assumed independent.
The R2 values then explain the percentage of variance explained by
fixed predictors for each ’level’. It would be interesting to to
compare and/or combine their idea with the VPC concept.
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